We present an algorithm to 3-colour a graph G without triangles or induced paths on seven vertices in O(|V (G)| 7 ) time. In fact, our algorithm solves the list 3-colouring problem, where each vertex is assigned a subset of {1, 2, 3} as its admissible colours.
Introduction
A colouring of a graph G = (V, E) is a function f : V → N such that f (v) = f (w) whenever vw ∈ E. A k-colouring is a colouring f such that f (v) ≤ k for every v ∈ V . The vertex colouring problem takes as input a graph G and a natural number k, and consists in deciding whether G is k-colourable or not. This well-known problem is one of Karp's 21 NP-complete problems [13] . It remains NP-complete even for triangle-free graphs [17] , even if k ≥ 3 is fixed.
In order to take into account particular constraints that arise in practical settings, more elaborate models of vertex colouring have been defined in the literature. One of such generalized models is the list-colouring problem, which considers a prespecified set of available colours for each vertex. Given a graph G = (V, E) and a finite list L(v) ⊆ N for each vertex v ∈ V , the list-colouring problem asks for a list-colouring of G, i.e., a colouring f such that f (v) ∈ L(v) for Theorem 1. Given a {P 7 ,triangle}-free graph G, it can be decided in O(|V (G)| 7 ) time whether G admits a 3-colouring. If a 3-colouring exists, it can be computed in the same time.
Our algorithm can be used even if each vertex is assigned a list of admissible colours from {1, 2, 3}, and thus solves the so-called list 3-colouring problem. This is not trivial: in the class of (P 6 , C 5 )-free graphs for example, 4-colouring can be solved in polynomial time [2] while the list 4-colouring problem is NP-complete [11] .
After proving Theorem 1 in the subsequent sections, we sketch in Section 5 how the list 3-colouring problem can be solved.
Basic definitions
Let G be a finite, simple, loopless, undirected graph, with vertex set V (G) and edge set E(G). The graph G will be called trivial if |V (G)| = 1.
Let v ∈ V (G) and A ⊆ V (G). Denote by N (v) the set of neighbours of v in V (G), and by N (A) the set of neighbors of vertices of A in V (G). Two vertices u and v of a graph G are false twins if and only if N (u) = N (v) (in particular, they are non-adjacent). Let A, B ⊆ V (G). We denote by N B (A) the set N (A) ∩ B. For any W ⊆ V (G), G[W ] denotes the subgraph of G induced by W . If H is an induced subgraph of G (resp. a subset of vertices of G), we denote by
A stable set is a subset of pairwise non-adjacent vertices. A graph G is bipartite if V (G) can be partitioned into two stable sets.
2 The structure of the graph G
The core structure
Let a {P 7 ,triangle}-free graph G be given, with n vertices and m edges. We may assume that G is connected. If G is bipartite, which can be decided in O(m) time, then G is 2-colourable and we are done. So assume G is not bipartite. Since G is {P 7 ,triangle}-free, the shortest odd cycle of G has either length 5 or length 7, and it is an induced cycle. We first discuss the case that G contains no C 5 .
Claim 1.
If G is C 5 -free, then after identifying false twins in G, the remaining graph is C 7 .
Proof. As argued above, since G is not bipartite and contains no P 7 , triangle, or C 5 , we know G contains an induced cycle C = v 1 , . . . , v 7 of length 7. Suppose some vertex v ∈ V (G − C) has neighbours in C. If v has only one neighbour v i , then G contains an induced P 7 , namely v, v i , v i+1 , . . . , v i−2 . (As usual, index operations are done modulo 7). By the absence of triangles, v has at most three neighbours in C, and they are pairwise non-consecutive. If v has two
So v has only two neighbours and they are at distance two in C.
For i = 1, . . . , 7, let V i be the set formed by v i and the vertices not in C whose neighbours in C are v i−1 and v i+1 . As G is triangle-free, V i is a stable set. Since G is P 7 -free, every vertex in V i is adjacent to every vertex in V i+1 . Moreover, since G is connected and P 7 -free, there are no vertices outside 7 i=1 V i . As G is {triangle, C 5 }-free, there are no edges between V i and V j , for j ∈ {i + 1, i − 1}. So, for each i, the vertices of V i are false twins, and after identifying them we obtain C 7 .
If G is a 'blown-up' C 7 , then it is clearly 3-colourable (as false twins can use the same colour). Thus, Claim 1 enables us to assume G has a cycle C of length 5, say its vertices are c 1 , c 2 , c 3 , c 4 , c 5 , in this order. From now on, all index operations will be done modulo 5. Because G has no triangles, the neighbourhood N C of V (C) in G is comprised of 10 sets (some of these possibly empty):
• sets T i , whose neighbourhood on C is equal to {c i−1 , c i+1 };
• sets D i , whose only neighbour on C is c i ;
where the indices i go from 1 to 5. Note that, because of G being triangle-free, the sets T i and D i are each stable. We set S :
The non-trivial components of G − S
The following list of claims narrows down the structure of the non-trivial components of G − S.
Claim 2.
If xy is an edge in G − S, then x and y have no neighbours in any of the sets D i .
Proof. Suppose that x has a neighbour u in D 1 . Then as G is triangle-free, y is not adjacent to u. So yxuc 1 c 2 c 3 c 4 is an induced P 7 , a contradiction. The other cases are symmetric.
Claim 3.
If xyz is an induced P 3 in G − S, then the neighbourhoods of x and z inside each T i are identical.
Proof. Suppose that x has a neighbour u in T 1 that is not a neighbour of z. Then, as G is triangle-free, y is not adjacent to u, either. Also, x and z are not adjacent. So zyxuc 2 c 3 c 4 is an induced P 7 , a contradiction. We argue similarly for all other T i 's.
Proof. Assume G − S has an odd cycle C . Take a shortest path P = c p 1 . . . p k s from V (C ) to S. Since G is triangle-free, and C is odd, there is a induced path c 1 c 2 c 3 p 1 with c i ∈ V (C ). Further, as P was chosen as a shortest path, there are no edges of the form c i p j except for c 3 p 1 , and no edges of the form p j s except for p k s. So we can complete c 1 c 2 c 3 p 1 . . . p k s with three vertices from C to obtain an induced path of length at least 7, a contradiction.
Then there is a partition of V (M ) into stable sets U 1 , U 2 such that all vertices in U i have the same set N i of neighbours in S, at least one of N 1 , N 2 is non-empty, and
Proof. Directly from the two previous claims, and the fact that the graph is connected and triangle-free.
We need one more claim about independent edges outside S.
Proof. If none of these inclusions holds, then there are vertices u, z ∈ T i such that uv, yz ∈ E(G) and
(after possibly swapping some names). Since G is triangle-free, also u / ∈ N T i (w) and z / ∈ N T i (x). So, after possibly swapping some names, xyzc i+1 uvw is an induced P 7 , a contradiction.
(Observe that we can not extend the last claim to the neighbourhood in all of S, because then u and z might be adjacent.)
The trivial components of G − S
Let W be the set of isolated vertices in G − S. We will first show some properties of W and their neighbours in S. Proof. Suppose that x has a neighbour u in T i that is not a neighbour of z. Then as G is trianglefree, y is not adjacent to u, either. So zyxuc i+1 c i+2 c i+3 is an induced P 7 , a contradiction. Finally, we extend Claim 6 to connected components of
(after possibly swapping some names). Since G is triangle-free, also u / ∈ N T i (w) and z / ∈ N T i (x). So, after possibly swapping names, xyzc i+1 uvw is an induced P 7 , a contradiction.
The algorithm
Our strategy, as usual for this kind of problem, is to reduce 3-colouring to a polynomial number of instances of list-colouring where the lists have length at most two. The latter problem is known to be solvable in polynomial time via a reduction to 2-SAT [5, 19] . To be precise, we will reduce our problem to a polynomial number of instances of list-colouring where every vertex v either has a list of size at most 2, or there is a colour j ∈ {1, 2, 3} missing in the list of each of its neighbours, and so v can safely use colour j.
First of all, we fix a colouring of the 5-cycle C (there are 5 essentially different colourings). (a) There is a k ∈ {0, . . . , r i } such that all vertices in N i k get colour 2 (resp. 1) and there is a vertex w in N i k+1 \ N i k getting colour 3. (b) There is a k ∈ {0, . . . , r i } such that all vertices in N i k get colour 3 and there is a vertex w in N i k+1 \ N i k getting colour 2 (resp. 1). (c) All vertices in T i get colour 2 (resp. 1).
(d) All vertices in T i get colour 3.
For example, one such partial colouring could be that every vertex of N 2 6 gets colour 2 and a vertex w in N 2 7 \ N 2 6 gets colour 3, while every vertex in T 3 gets colour 3, assuming that these are valid situations. Note that every 3-colouring that agrees with the colouring of the already coloured induced C 5 is an extension of one of the above mentioned partial colourings.
In each of the partial colourings there might be vertices which have only one colour left on their list. Successively we colour all such vertices. We discard the cases when there are adjacent vertices receiving the same colour, or when some vertex has no colour left.
Claim 11. For any partial colouring as above and for any vertex x of some non-trivial component M of G − S, we have the following. Either x has only two colours left on its list, or there is a colour j ∈ {1, 2, 3} missing in the list of each of the neighbours of x (and so x can safely use colour j).
Proof. By Claim 2, for each partial colouring as above, either there are two vertices of different colour in N (M ) ∩ S, or N (M ) ∩ S is completely coloured. In the first case, either x is adjacent to a coloured vertex in S (so it loses a colour), or, by Claim 5, its neighbours in M have two neighbours in S of different colour, thus fixed their colour, and again, x loses a colour. In the second case, if x has neighbours in S, then it loses a colour. If not, then again by Claim 5, all the neighbours of x are in M and have lost a common colour j from their coloured neighbours in S, so we are done. Proof. The proof is analogous to the proof of the previous claim, replacing Claim 5 with Claim 9, and S with T i .
Claim 13. In any partial colouring as above, every vertex w ∈ W having neighbours both in T 2 and in T 3 loses a colour.
Proof. Notice that either T 2 is monochromatic with colour 2, or T 3 is monochromatic with colour 1 (in either case, w loses a colour), or there are two non-adjacent vertices x 2 ∈ T 2 and x 3 ∈ T 3 having colour 3. Let w in W have neighbours y 2 in T 2 and y 3 in T 3 . Observe that y 2 and y 3 are not adjacent because there are no triangles. Then either w is adjacent to x 2 or to x 3 (and hence loses a colour), or y 2 is adjacent to x 3 , or y 3 is adjacent to x 2 , since otherwise x 3 c 4 y 3 wy 2 c 1 x 2 is an induced P 7 in G, a contradiction. If y 2 is adjacent to x 3 then it has to be coloured 2, and if y 3 is adjacent to x 2 then it has to be coloured 1. In either case, w loses a colour.
In total, we enumerate
many partial colourings, that is, O(n 2 ). For each of these, we will solve a set of instances of list-colouring with lists of size at most two, after dealing with the trivial components of G − S as detailed in the next paragraphs.
Since G is connected, each w ∈ W has a neighbour in S. If w has a neighbour in a set with fixed colour, then w has at most 2 colours on his list. On the other hand, if there is a colour j ∈ {1, 2, 3} missing in the list of each of its neighbours, then w can safely use colour j. So we have to deal only with vertices in W having no neighbours in T 1 , T 4 and T 5 , and having neighbours in at least two sets with different colour options in {T 2 , T 3 , D 1 , . . . , D 5 }. Vertices of W having neighbours in T 2 and D 2 , or in T 3 and D 3 , have already lost a colour by Claim 12. Vertices of W having neighbours in T 2 and T 3 , have already lost a colour by Claim 13.
So, the types of vertices in W we need to consider are the following (a scheme of the situation can be seen in Figure 1 ).
• Type 1: vertices in W having neighbours in T 2 and in D 5 ; symmetrically, vertices in W having neighbours in T 3 and D 5 ; vertices in W having neighbours in T 2 and D 4 ; vertices in W having neighbours in T 3 and D 1 .
• Again, every 3-colouring of G that agrees with the colouring of the induced C 5 is an extension of one of the enumerated partial colourings.
Notice that for each D i these are O(|D i |) cases, so the total number of combinations of cases is O(n 3 ). Again, we discard a partial colouring if there are adjacent vertices receiving the same colour, or when some vertex has no colour left.
It remains to show that for each partial colouring, all the remaining vertices in W (Type 1 and Type 2) lose a colour.
First we discuss vertices of Type 1. Suppose some w in W has neighbours in T 2 and in D 5 . For each case of (e)-(h), either D 5 is monochromatic with colour 1 (so w loses a colour), or there is a vertex x in D 5 with colour 2. Then either w is adjacent to x (and loses a colour), or every neighbour z of it in T 2 is adjacent to x, otherwise, by triangle freeness, xc 5 vwzc 3 c 2 , where v is some neighbour of w in D 5 , is a P 7 , a contradiction. Then z has to be coloured 3, and w loses a colour. The other cases are symmetric. Now we discuss vertices of Type 2. Suppose some w in W has neighbours in D 2 and in D 5 . Such a vertex can be dealt with in exactly the same way as the vertices of Type 1. The only difference is the path P 7 , which here is given by xc 5 vwzc 2 c 3 , where x, v ∈ D 5 and z ∈ D 2 are neighbours of w. The other cases are symmetric. 4 The overall complexity of the algorithm 4.1 Finding the C 5 and partitioning the graph
We check if G is bipartite in O(m) time. If it is not, we will find either an induced C 5 or an induced C 7 . If we find an induced C 7 , let us call it X, we check the neighbourhood of N (X) in X: either we find a C 5 or we partition the vertices into sets that are candidates to be false twins of the vertices of X (see Claim 1). The adjacencies must hold because of the P 7 -freeness, and the sets are stable and there are no edges between vertices in sets corresponding to vertices at distance 2 in X because of the triangle-freeness. While checking for edges between vertices in sets corresponding to vertices at distance 3 in X, we will either find a C 5 or conclude that the graph is C 5 -free and after identifying false twins we obtain C 7 . For this, we just need to check for each edge, if their endpoints are labelled with numbers corresponding to vertices at distance 3 in X. The whole step can be done in O(m) time.
Assuming we found an induced C 5 , partitioning the neighbours S of this C 5 into the sets T 1 , D 1 , . . . , T 5 , D 5 can be also done in linear time. Moreover, finding the connected components of S and their neighbourhoods on each of the T i 's can be done in O(m) time.
Exploring the cases to get the list-colouring instances
The number of distinct colourings of the C 5 to consider is 5. For each of them, using the notation of the colouring of the last section, there are O(n 2 ) many combinations to be tested on T 2 and T 3 in order to deal with the non-trivial components of
, and the vertices in W having neighbours in both T 2 and T 3 (cases (a)-(d) ). For each of them, we have to test all the combinations for D 1 , D 4 and D 5 (cases (e)-(h)), that are O(n 3 ) many, in order to deal with the remaining vertices in W . Finally, for each of these possibilities, we have to solve a list-colouring instance with lists of size at most 2, which can be done in O(n 2 ) time [5, 19] . Thus, the overall complexity of the algorithm is O(n 7 ).
List 3-colouring
When there is no induced C 5 , the graph is either bipartite or, according to Claim 1, a blown-up C 7 . In the bipartite case, we may use the algorithm of the second and third author [16] . It solves the list 3-colouring problem for bipartite P 7 -free graphs in O(n 6 ) time. In the case of a blown-up C 7 , we may simply identify twins that have identical lists. Since we have at most 8 possible distinct lists, the remaining graph has at most 56 vertices and we are done.
When the input graph has an induced C 5 , the strategy consists of reducing our problem to a number of instances of list-colouring where every vertex v either has a list of size at most 2, or there is a colour j ∈ {1, 2, 3} missing in the list of each of its neighbours, and so v can safely use colour j. In order to do that, we pre-colour some vertices, in particular those of the C 5 . To take into account the list restrictions, we have to consider all possible (feasible) colourings of the C 5 (at most 30 instead of 5), since the colours are not playing symmetric roles now. Also, we may simply close a branch in the enumeration whenever a vertex is assigned a colour not contained in its list. Finally, for the cases in which our argument was that for some vertex v there is a colour j ∈ {1, 2, 3} missing in the list of each of its neighbours so we can assign colour j to v, it may happen now that j is not in the list of v. But then v has a list of size at most 2, which is equally useful for our purposes.
